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PLANTING

with purpose
w r i t t e n b y M A R K H E N DE R S O N

Urban farming is a concept beloved by
tenants and politicians, who are offering
terrific incentives to property owners who
utilize their land for food production.
16
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Brett Lutz (top) of Green Mercy and Mark
Hintzke (bottom), the founder of Growing Up
Farms, are just a few of the “urban farmers”
transforming backyards and rooftops into
small working farms. Photos courtesy of
Mark Henderson and Emily Landes.

Growing food in a city is a brilliant way

the large agricultural conglomerates that

to provide locally grown fresh produce to

dominate the food industry today? Prob-

the masses without pollution-producing

ably not. But urban farming is not about

transportation from hundreds—sometime

trying to threaten big agriculture; instead,

thousands—of miles away. This powerful

the movement allows cities to take a step

social and economic movement is called

towards lowering their dependence on

“urban agriculture,” which is essentially

importing most of their food, while city

farming activities within a city.

residents enjoy the benefits and pride that
come from locally grown produce.

A movement that began years ago with
hobbyist growers in back yards has

Growing Incentives

emerged today as a powerful force sup-

San Francisco politicians have focused on

ported by politicians, entrepreneurs, phi-

creating urban agriculture incentives for

lanthropists, educators, enthusiasts and,

property owners. (There is nothing like

yes, idealists, all passionately working to

a tax break to turn a reluctant landowner

prove that food production is not only for

into an invigorated believer in the prom-

rural areas. Of course, San Francisco—a

ise of urban farming.) Land, or even just

city that has fostered many cultural revolu-

space within one’s property, is needed to

tions—is at the forefront of urban agricul-

grow food. Political incentives focus on

ture. Over 50 community gardens and

loosening zoning restrictions and provid-

countless private farming efforts through-

ing tax incentives for landowners who

out San Francisco have support from local

want to participate. In the same way the

politicians and activists, including incen-

solar power movement was nudged from

tives for participation.

novelty to giant industry by rebates and
incentives, the urban agricultural move-

The limitations to mass production within

ment is experiencing a similar boost of

the city are mostly centered around find-

participation and entrepreneurialism as an

ing enough available space to grow food

aftermath of growing political support.

at a large enough scale to make it commercially efficient. This is especially dif-

In April 2011, San Francisco passed a first-

ficult as the dwindling supply of available

of-its-kind ordinance, which legitimized

ground makes way for new construction

the social momentum of urban agricul-

in a molten-hot real estate market. But the

tural. Mayor Ed Lee signed the Planning

movement’s passionate base combined

Code Amendment on Urban Agriculture

with growing political support is striving

(Ordinance 66-11), which legalizes the

to find a permanent place for urban farm-

sale of produce and value-added goods

ing in the framework of a changing San

(such as jams, pickles, etc.) directly from

Francisco. Since undeveloped land is hard

the site where they were grown. One still

to come by, there has been more focus

needs a permit to conduct business, but

on alternative growing spaces, such as

the ordinance allows commercial conduct

rooftops, indoor growing spaces and even

even if it takes place within a residential

portable farming kits.

zone. The ordinance received a rare show

But the question remains: can urban
agriculture threaten market share from

18
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Planting With Purpose… continued on page 49

More than 50 community gardens and countless
private farming efforts throughout San Francisco
have support from local politicians and activists,
including incentives for participation.
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Planting With Purpose… continued from page 18

Little City Gardens, a for-profit farm in the

Assemblyman Ting, the fact remains that

Mission district, also had to make way for

100% vacant land is becoming scarce.

of unanimous support from the San Fran-

development when a new school was built

cisco Board of Supervisors.

on the land they were farming. Accord-

Alternative Growing Space

ing to the operators of the gardens, the

Urban farmers have become more and

Before this ordinance, growers would

Golden Bridges School will keep some

more creative in order to find alternative

be required to haul their produce to third-

of the farm going, underscoring how

growing space. One example of this creativ-

party commercial zones, like farmer’s

education may be a pillar on which urban

ity is a company called Growing Up Farms,

markets, or sell through a distributer.

farming finds lasting support. Both the

which leases commercial warehouse space

Value-added food crafters still have to

Hayes Valley Farm and Little City Gardens

to operate indoor growing beds. It uses a

prepare their goods in a commercial

are dealing with the reality that improv-

system known as aquaponics: water flows

kitchen. However, the ordinance opens up

ing San Francisco’s economy means fewer

out of tanks containing sea animals (in this

many possibilities for collaborations be-

undeveloped parcels. But some savvy

case, koi fish) to growing beds where plants

tween local growers and restaurants, and

politicians have found that using incen-

utilize the nutrient-rich water and filter it

invites restaurants to rent their kitchens

tives is a good way to make farming more

in a way that then can be recirculated back

(when available) to value-add producers.

appealing to property owners who might

into the fish tanks. It is a symbiotic relation-

The ordinance does distinguish between

otherwise be interested in development.

ship that is a nearly perfectly sustainable
system, as one only needs fish food and

parcel sizes and is aimed at any parcel
of less than an acre, which is considered

Assemblyman Phil Ting approached the

“neighborhood agriculture”. Parcels of

San Francisco Urban Agriculture Alli-

over an acre or more are required to get

ance to ask what ideas they had to help

Mark Hintzke, the founder of Growing Up

conditional use authorization from the

preserve available land for city farms.

Farms, says that the growing cycle in such

planning department.

Through those meetings, Assemblyman

an aquaponic system can be only three

Ting developed a bill that he and his staff

weeks from seed to harvest because they

With the passage of this ordinance,

pushed through the California legislature

can produce an ideal growing environ-

the city made a clear statement that

and was passed into law. The bill, known

ment by controlling the climate inside the

neighborhood farming, commercial or

as the Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone

warehouse. “We can produce a perfect day

noncommercial, is welcome and encour-

Act (AB 551), allows owners of vacant land

every day,” says Hintzke. According to its

electricity for the pumps and lights.

aged in San Francisco. It signaled that

within a city to apply for a temporary re-

landlord, Cirios Real Estate, Growing Up

the city is willing to cut down on the

duction in property taxes if they use their

Farms pays market rent for their space and

bureaucratic red tape that hindered free

parcels as urban farms for a minimum of

has been a positive tenant in the compa-

and unrestricted commercial urban farm-

five years. If they do, they can get a lower

ny’s mixed-use repositioning project. An-

ing in the past. San Francisco has drawn

assessed value during that time. The lower

drew Jeffrey, director of Cirios Real Estate,

praise as the first major city to pass an

assessed values are determined using ag-

says his company is excited to be part of

ordinance of this nature.

ricultural value guidelines, which are very

the urban farming movement while at the

low in comparison to nonagricultural land.

same time providing market-rate rent back

Losing Land

Once the five years is up and the owner

to its shareholders.

Despite the good intentions of Ordinance

seeks to discontinue the farm, the as-

66-11, urban farmers are faced with the ex-

sessed value will be brought up only to the

Farmscape Gardens provides gardening

treme difficulty of finding available vacant

original base value before the reduction,

services at residential and commercial

land to operate a city farm and, even more

along with the standard yearly increases.

buildings. But instead of landscaping

difficult, keeping it going. Hayes Valley

The obvious benefit of AB 551 is that own-

for cosmetic beauty, the staff focuses on

Farm, a nonprofit educational farm, is one

ers can convert a site to an agricultural use

growing produce that is then given to

of the best examples of how quickly an

while they entitle a project, or land bank

the owner or tenants of the property for

urban farming plot can get successfully es-

for future development, and enjoy lower

their use. Along with maintaining gar-

tablished and then be lost to development.

property taxes while they do so.

dens for homeowners in San Francisco,
Farmscape has developed a model they

The parcel of land at 450 Laguna Street formerly housed a freeway off ramp damaged

The governor signed the bill and it became

call “community-supported agriculture”

in the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake, creat-

law on January 1, 2014. But the bill has its

where farming within a condominium or

ing the opportunity for the city and the

limitations, one of which is that it only

multifamily building provides a healthy

local community to work together through

applies to parcels where 100% of the land

and fun tenant amenity. For a monthly fee,

a interim-use project of a community gar-

is used for farming. Mixed-use properties

Farmscape will tend growing boxes placed

den. It was able to operate for more than

(with housing in the front and an open lot

in common areas or rear yards and then

three years before the land was cleared for

for farming in the back) are not allowed

deliver to the tenants the yield of produce

development in the summer of 2013.

to apply. Despite the good intentions of

after it is harvested.
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One advantage to this system is that the

Q & A WITH BRETT LUTZ, URBAN FARMER
Brett Lutz manages microfarms throughout San Francisco and is co-founder of Green
Mercy, a nonprofit that benefits the elderly, low-income and disabled people, and religious
organizations through the development and management of urban farms.
Q. HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN FARMING IN SAN FRANCISCO?
A. I grew up on a small farm in Iowa before I moved to SF in the late 1980s. That same
year, some close friends from my church bought a large home in the Mission for their new
family and some tenants from the church. They estimated that the backyard hadn’t been
touched for 25 years. It was overgrown with weeds, and had rusty old paint cans and
years of broken glass. It was not a good place for kids or tenants. They asked if I would I
be interested in cleaning it up and turning it into a cleaner, safer space for their family and
tenants, so that they could all use the space more productively and have vegetables, native
plants, flowers for bees and birds, and patio space for relaxation and entertaining. That
was my beginning in SF.

professional and knowledgeable staff of
Farmscape, not the average tenant who
may not have the commitment or the knowhow, does the actual farming. The growing boxes are well tended and productive,
while the tenants receive fresh seasonal
produce. The fees for the communitysupported agriculture are paid directly
from the HOA or the landlord as a tenant
amenity. Lara Hermanson, director of Farmscape, says she sees new interest coming
from developers who are looking to incorporate a community-supported agricultural
component in their projects to enhance the
appeal of their units to future tenants.

Q. WHAT CHANGES HAVE YOU SEEN IN THE URBAN FARMING CULTURE IN SAN
FRANCISCO OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS?
A. There’s a lot more interest in it! Private property owners are discovering that they can
make better use of unused or underused portions of their property and make a modest
profit on top of it, plus increase their property values and have better community relations.
A safe, clean, well-maintained and useful yard is a great selling point in the rental market.
Q. HOW CAN THE CITY ENCOURAGE MORE FARMING ACTIVITY WITHIN SAN
FRANCISCO?
A. The city government could find ways to amend the urban agriculture legislation (AB551)
to support property owners who have residential and commercial facilities on their lots
build out urban farming operations, even on a small section of unused or underused land
on the property. They could help through tax incentives and rezoning for square footage
within a property, as opposed to the whole lot, incentivizing rooftop agriculture in the same
way, and creating funding mechanisms to help urban agriculture entrepreneurs with better
policies regarding food distribution.
Q. WHERE ARE THE BEST GROWING CLIMATES WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO?
A. It really depends on the plant/vegetable and the part of town you are in. For heat
and sun-loving plants (squash, peppers, citrus, the ever-popular tomato) the best areas
would generally be the south, east and southeast sides of town. However, there are many
vegetables (root veggies, leaf veggies, some fruits) that do well with less light and heat.
They actually prefer cooler climates. They do well on the north and west side of town.
In SF, and much of the Bay Area, we can generally grow many things year round, which is
what people used to do 100 years ago. We don’t have the extremes of weather that most
other parts of the nation have. It’s very much a Mediterranean climate here, like Italy or
Greece.
Q. WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS WITH YOUR NONPROFIT GREEN MERCY?

Personally, I have started a charitable
farming initiative called Address Gardens,
where we convert unused rear yards in multifamily buildings to grow food for charity.
We use an experienced urban farmer to
manage the operations and take the bounty
to a respected local food charity, such as St.
Anthony’s or the San Francisco Food Bank.
The charity provides a donation receipt for
the value of the food donated. That receipt
is used to help substantiate a tax write off,
though the benefits are nominal as the IRS
will take the cost to produce the food or the
donation amount, whichever is lower. The
real benefit is to help feed the city’s hungry
and at the same time take a step toward
improving the image of property owners in
the community. I have found a very positive
response when describing the initiative
to prospective tenants. They support the
cause, respect the growing boxes and feel
proud to occupy a building that helps the
needy in some way.

Raise the Roof
Rooftop farming has become urban archi-

A. First, to educate urban and suburban people about environmental issues in general, and
about healthy local food and the potential for its production in particular. Second, we have
a special side emphasis on educating people of faith in many religious traditions about
the environment. Third, we assist in establishing a better urban/suburban food production
system. Last, we assist elderly, disabled and low-income people with yard maintenance,
especially when it includes some food production.

tecture’s most-exciting frontier, in terms of

Right now, I work with many types of homeowners and tenants across the spectrum: high
income, low income, young, old, elderly, disabled, singles, families—people of every race
and sexual orientation. I’ve been donating produce to St. Anthony’s Dining Hall and Food
Pantry over the last couple of years, as well as just sharing healthy produce with various
folks, especially those with low income, the elderly and the disabled.

trying to figure out how to tap the potential

large-scale potential, as the city’s rooftops
have acres of flat space with great sun exposure. Practical entrepreneurs, curious venture capitalists and hopeful idealists are all
of rooftop farming.
One group that is taking a serious look
at modeling the financial sustainability
of rooftop farming on a large scale is a
company called My Tomatoes. They have
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modeled the efficacy of using the volume
afforded by rooftops in conjunction with
direct purchasing relationships with local
grocery stores and restaurants to support

restrictions and determing an owner com-

The nation’s #1 multifamily
lender is lending in your
backyard.

pensation (rent) that will justify the risk.

LO W F E ES | G R EAT RAT ES | S T R E A M L I N ED P RO CESS

a commercially viable agricultural venture.
Christopher Losa, founder of My Tomatoes,
admits that there are many challenges,
including dealing with structural issues in
existing buildings, planning department

Notwithstanding these and other challenges, the market potential for rooftop
gardening is large and there is plenty of
venture capital willing to invest when
these challenges can be mitigated. To that
end, inventors are currently working on
lightweight growing systems that would
conform to the existing structural limits of
older buildings, and activists are currently
lobbying politicians for legislation that will
incentivize rooftop-farming participation.
San Franciscans are dealing with the stress
that comes from a strong real estate market.
Tensions between existing residents and
newcomers run high. However, the appeal
of urban farming seems to create rarelyseen common ground. This broad appeal is
seen through the rare unanimous approval
vote for Ordinance 66-11 by San Francisco’s
supervisors, developers keen on including
community-supported farming in new projects and existing residents using available
land to grow local food.
At its core, farming harkens back to an ageold principle—namely that we can grow
our own food just by using our hands and
the land. People also respond to farming
within the city because there is less need
to import food from afar. It is no wonder
that the movement has such a passionate
base and the support of politicians on the
state and local level. Now all the movement
needs is a little land and a chance to grow.
Mark Henderson is an active member of the SFAA
and is the founder of Address Group LLC, a privately held real estate company focused on refurbishing and managing multifamily and hospitality
properties in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Getting deals done in San Francisco.
Chase brings you low fees, great rates,
and in-depth industry knowledge.
Combined with our fast, efficient loan
process, the majority of our customers
close in 40 days or less. To work with the
nation’s #1 multifamily lender on your next
purchase or refinance of an apartment
building with five or more units, call me today.
Contact Ingrid Marlow, Client Manager
at (650) 737-6212 or ingrid.marlow@chase.com
Credit is subject to approval. Rates and programs are subject to change; certain restrictions apply.
Products and services provided by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.#1 claim based on 2013 FDIC
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